
Product overview 
The IR4SKY is a sophisticated IR Control Distribution device, designed primarily for use with UK SKYHD® satellite 
decoders. It is particularly suited to installations of multiple SKYHD® receivers as it is able to overcome the problem of 
receivers of the same type all responding to the same IR command. The IR4SKY is able to match the signal from a  
particular SKYHD® IR remote control and route it to a specific receiver output as required. 
 
It achieves this by making use of a facility already built-in to the SKYHD® remote control. The original remote control for 
each SKYHD® receiver can be set to one of four different modes, (0,1,2 & 3). The IR4SKY is able to distinguish between 
the IR signals from these different modes, and use that information to route the command to the required output. Before 
the IR signal is output it is automatically translated back into the correct mode (0) to operate the receiver. IR signals for 
other non-SKYHD®  AV devices such as DVD players etc are all routed thorough to output 0. 

Setup 
The procedure is: 
1) Set the remote controls to the required mode. 
2) Label the remotes and the receivers. 
3) Connect the IR emitter outputs from the IR4SKY to each receiver 
 
Supplied with the IR4SKY you will have received two of each type of sticker showing 0,1,2 & 3. Label the back of each 
remote control as you change its mode, 0 for the one set to mode 0, 1 for the one set to mode 1 and so on. Also label 
the SKYHD® receivers in the same manner. This step is highly recommended to save confusion later on! 
 
To set the remote controls to the required mode 
By default each SKYHD® remote control will be set to mode “0” so one remote and one receiver can be labelled “0” 
straight away. (important – if this remote has line-of-sight to the other receivers ie, not routed via the IR4SKY, then it will 
still operate all receivers. see note1 below) 
 
To change the modes on the other remotes: 
1) press the TV button 
2) press and hold the SELECT and BLUE buttons until the red LED on the remote flashes twice 
3) press the “1” button (for mode 1, or press "2" for mode 2 etc). The red LED should flash once. 
4) press the SELECT button and the red LED should flash twice. 
5) press the SKY® button to exit back to normal operation. 
 
When everything is complete, please test to make sure that the remotes set to modes 1,2 and 3 will no longer operate 
the receivers directly. They should now only operate the receiver when routed through the IR4SKY. 
 
Connect and position the IR emitter wands from the outputs on the IR4SKY to the receivers. 
 
You are now ready to test each remote to make sure it only operates the correct receiver. Aim each remote at the IR 
Receiver connected to the IR4SKY. Check that the IR signal is being sent to the correct SKYHD® receiver and that it is 
only controlling the desired receiver. 
 
Important information – using other Remote Controls. 
 
The IR4SKY uses the difference in IR signals from each mode of SKYHD® remote control to perform signal routing. If 
you want to use another type of remote control then it must be capable of emulating the correct mode, or be capable of 
learning the codes from a SKYHD® remote that has been set to the desired mode. 
 
Other types of SKY® remote controls (not just HD) can also be used with a IR4SKY to control a SKYHD® receiver. As 
long as the SKY® remote is set to the correct mode the IR4SKY will automatically convert the output back to the correct 
SKYHD® format. The procedure to change the mode on a SKY® non-HD remote is the same as for SKYHD®. 
 
Note1 
The default mode for all SKYHD® remotes is mode 0. After the routing has been performed the IR4SKY changes all 
received code back to mode 0. This means that if any receiver has direct line of sight with the mode “0” remote it will still 
be controlled by it. 
This problem can be solved by changing the SKYHD® remote TYPE to that of a non-HD or Sky+ as follows: 
1) press the TV button (the red LED should flash once) 
2) press the SELECT and i buttons at the same time until the red LED on the remote flashes twice 
3) to set it to Standard receiver type press the “0” button (the red LED should flash once) 
to set it to SKY+® receiver type press the “1” button (the red LED should flash once) 
(or to change back to a SKYHD® receiver type press the “2” button (the red LED should flash once) 
4) press the Select button to exit back to normal operation (the red LED should flash twice) 
 
Note 2 
As the IR4SKY changes all received code back to mode 0 then it follows that if the IR output signal from the IR4SKY 
emitters can be picked up by any receivers other than the intended they will also be controlled and rather defeat the 
object of installing the IR4SKY in the first place. 
 
There are two solutions to this problem, one is to use the supplied IR Emitter Shields (code IRSHIELD) to prevent the IR 
signal from bleeding out and controlling adjacent equipment. The other is to use an optional adaptor (product code 
KIOC) which allows control via the 10 pin IO socket on the rear. 
 



Troubleshooting 
Please check that the remotes, once set to receiver type and mode, will no longer operate the receiver directly. If they do then try another re-
ceiver type or mode. If they are able to operate the receiver directly there is a chance of conflicting IR signals that will give unreliable operation. 
 
Check also that the mode you have set the remote to comes out of the desired numbered Eye output. You can check this visually by operating 
the remote and watching the bank of LEDS next to the eye outputs. Some of the very early Sky remotes (blue) have a different mode order to the 
later Sky+ and SkyHD systems and may need adjusting to a different mode number to match the output as desired. 

Connections in detail 
 
IR Input: Any Keene branded IR receiver may be connected to this input. 

Technical information - 3.5mm stereo jack socket 
Tip = normally low positive data with carrier 
Ring = 5v supply current limited @ 30mA - for the IR receiver 
Body / Barrel = 0V common Ground 

 
Direct Input: A direct cabled connection may be made from the IR “Blaster” (wand) output from any other manufacturers device to this direct 
universal input only. This input will NOT work directly with an IR receiver. 

Technical information - 3.5mm Stereo jack socket 
Any combination of two out of the three connections may be used. It does not matter which is positive and which is negative. The supplied 
signal should be designed to drive an IR blaster and be no less than 4v peak to peak and no more than 24v peak to peak. A mono plug may 
be used if required. 

 
KA175XLE Input: Use CAT5/E cable to connect the IR4SKY to a KA175XLE. This allows Keene IR receivers to be used at a  
distance of up to 300m. 

Technical information - RJ45 socket 
This should be used exclusively for the KA175XLE long range extender and should be a direct cabled connection. Do NOT  
attempt to use this to connect via a router, hub or any other LAN device or damage may result. 

 
IR Outputs: The sockets are compatible with both single, dual and high power emitter wands. 

Technical information - 3.5mm stereo jack sockets 
The body / barrel of the socket is the ground or negative connection. Both the tip and the ring are connected to the output via small current 
limiting resistors. A blaster – IR emitter diode – may be connected to either the tip or to the ring connection or to both for a higher output. It is 
highly recommended that a stereo plug be used for the output connection but a mono plug may be used but will waste a lot of the output as 
the ring connection gets shorted to ground. The total output across all four output connections is limited to approx 400mA peak. The output 
drive of 5V is sufficient to drive 2 diodes in series as is typical of the twin blinking emitters. IR emitter diodes should never be operated in 
parallel without a series current limiting / balancing resistor. 

 
Positioning emitters: All the emitter diodes are directional (rather like a narrow torch beam) and this should be borne in mind when positioning 
the emitters. The universal wands and blinking wands are designed to be affixed directly to the equipment fascia. The high power emitters can be 
positioned up to 10 meters away from the device to be controlled and must be pointed directly at it. The Universal wands can also shelf mounted 
up to about 2 metres away BUT the diode must point at whatever you want to control. 
  
Positioning receivers: Take care when positioning the receiver. The wideband receiver can be affected by IR interference from TV scan coils, 
LCD panels, fluorescent lights and direct sunlight. Because of the effects of filtering a wider bandwidth results in a poorer sensitivity. This means 
that the Standard receiver has limited bandwidth but a very good range (distance) and conversely the wide band receiver has a good bandwidth 
but poorer range. In general the standard receiver will give the best performance and the wide band should only be used if you have equipment 
that doesn’t operate in the 40Khz band.  
   
Splitters: The IR4SKY will NOT function correctly if signal splitters are used on either input or output. If more inputs or outputs are needed then 
use in conjunction with (or replace with) another Keene IR Distribution amplifier such as the IRPRO4, IRBKIT or IRCM. 

Useful product codes 

Code  Description  

IRUW Universal wand 

IRLPW Low power wand 

IRHPW High power wand 

IRSFW Side firing wand 

IRDW Dual Blinking wands 

IRSR Standard IR receiver for most domestic equipment (40KHz) 

IRWBR Wideband IR receiver for equipment up to 100KHz 

IRFMR Fascia mount semi-wideband IR receiver for equipment between 20KHz and 100KHz 

IRSP Flush mounted single gang wall plate containing a standard IR receiver 

IRSPW Flush mounted single gang wall plate containing a wideband IR receiver 

IRPMR Panel mount IR Receiver (black) 

IRPMRW Panel mount IR Receiver (white) 

KLDE6M 3.5mm jack to 3.5mm jack cable to couple IR Blaster outputs to the direct input on the IR4SKY 

KLDE10M 2.5mm jack to 3.5mm jack cable to couple IR Blaster outputs to the direct input on the IR4SKY 

KLD40 3 metre extension lead for input or output 

KLD405 5 metre extension lead for input or output 

KLD4010 10 metre extension lead for input or output 

KA175 A pair of short (25cm) line adaptors with an RJ45 line socket to a 3.5mm stereo jack plug. Allows use of standard CAT5 network cables to extend the distance 
between the IR receivers and the Keene IR distribution systems. Works up to 100m. 

IRBW Single Blinking wand 

KA175XLE A pair of short (25cm) active line adaptors with an RJ45 line socket to a 3.5mm stereo jack plug. Allows use of standard CAT5 network cables to extend the 
distance between the IR receivers and the Keene IR distribution systems. Works up to 300m. 

IRSHIELD A soft flexible rubber cover for an IR emitter that will prevent unwanted IR cross talk.  Can be used with all Keene and most other manufacturers IR Emitters 



 

Output sockets for the Infra Red  
Emitters. Any IR code detected as 
being for 1, 2 or 3 will be routed to 
that particular output only. All other 
IR codes including that for Sky mode 
0 will be routed to output 0. 

Input sockets. Any Keene IR 
Receiver can be connected 
to the Receiver input. The 
Direct input can be  
connected directly to the IR 
(blaster) output socket on 
any other device. 

DC power socket. Use 
Keene code KT9 or 
KT9W or other PSU with 
max 9v DC output 2.1mm 
DC plug centre positive 
at 250mA minimum. 

LED’s indicate activity when 
IR code is received.  

LED’s indicate activity when 
an IR signal is output to each 
emitter. The Power LED 
should always be  
illuminated. 

RJ45 socket to connect to a 
Keene KA175XLE long 
range IR input extender via 
CAT5 cable at up to 300m. 
The KA175XLE is an  
optional extra available 
separately. 
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